Select ROSEMAN for ECONOMY and a Better Turf!

Roll as you cut with ROSEMAN. Save the cost of further rolling. Save more money, too, because ROSEMAN is so well built it is practically repair free.

Roll as you cut with ROSEMAN and you’ll have a better turf. Simultaneous rolling and cutting is rolling done at the time best suited to firm, close turf development.

Write NOW for 30 Day Trial Proposition.

ROSEMAN TRACTOR MOWER CO.
810 Church Street, EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
or 6-8 East 46th Street., NEW YORK CITY
Phone Murray Hill 3380

ROSEMAN HOLLOW ROLLER MOWERS

U. S. Patent No. 1327934; British 154783; French 506456, give us the exclusive right to gang ROLLER TYPE MOWERS. If it is not ROSEMAN—it is an infringement.

Calomel for Brown Patch

Probably one of the most destructive turf diseases known on a golf course is Brown Patch. Experiments have been conducted over a period of several years by the U.S.G.A. Green Section at the Arlington experimental grounds, and every endeavor has been made to discover some chemical treatment which will be not only effective, but economical as well. During the 1926 season the Green Section has determined that Calomel, applied at the rate of 1/5 pound to 1,000 square feet of area controls Brown Patch, and prolongs the protection of the grass against further encroachments of the disease. Calomel, even if applied twenty-five times the strength necessary, will not burn the grass plants. Scientific investigation such as the Green Section conducts is the only form of insurance against turf diseases, and this latest accomplishment will be fully appreciated by all members of the National Association.

CONGRATULATIONS

To the Greenkeeper:
We have often wondered why you did not have a magazine of your own. Now you have and now we are glad to be with you on a yearly contract. We make sprinklers. We make good sprinklers. We make the GOLF KING sprinklers. They are not a back-yard assembly of pipe fittings.

Here is one of them

They are manufactured by expert machinists from the best material obtainable and will cover greater area than any other sprinkler ever offered you. Sooner or later all exacting greenkeepers will reach the viewpoint where makeshift sprinklers altho cheap, will receive no consideration whatsoever, but will demand a sprinkler that will enable them to meet the expectations of the green committee.

Unquestionably the GOLF KING is such a machine. It is so distinctly superior, so entirely removed from others that it must be their ultimate choice.

Write For Literature

BUCKNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Pioneers in Golf Course Irrigation and Originators of the SLOW MOTION sprinkler and the hollow irrigation system.
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
No wonder greenskeepers are changing to Fairway Hose!

Read the remarkable facts brought out in this letter.

This hose won't kink: it withstands abrasion; and to discourage theft and add prestige to the course, the hose is labeled in white with your club's name.

AUGUSTA COUNTRY CLUB
AUGUSTA, GA.

October 6th, 1926

The Republic Rubber Company,
Youngstown, Ohio.

Gentlemen:

I take pleasure in stating that the "Fairway" Hose purchased from you has given perfect satisfaction. Our Water Pressure ranges from seventy (70) to one hundred and thirty (130) pounds, and with apparently no injury to the Hose.

To date we have purchased Five Thousand feet (5000), viz: One Thousand feet (1000) of three-quarter inch, and Four Thousand feet (4000) of one inch.

After a careful comparison with other brands, your Hose was selected, and has given more than satisfaction.

Yours very truly,
Augusta Country Club,
Chairman Greens Committee

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.
Youngstown, Ohio

BELTING  HOSE  PACKING  FLOORING
MOLDED GOODS

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.,
Youngstown, Ohio
We are interested in 

Name...........................................
Club Name.................................
Address.................................
The TORO Junior Tractor meets a well-defined need, among both the eighteen and nine-hole courses, for a small, inexpensive and economical tractor to supplement our Standard Five-Unit Golf Machine, already established on several hundred of the larger clubs throughout the country.

For the larger club, the TORO Junior is strictly a supplementary machine. It is provided with ample power to carry three 30-inch mowers. In addition, it is well able to handle general hauling around the course, grading and construction work, together with numerous other drawbar needs.

On the smaller nine-hole courses, it can be used very profitably as the main power unit. It comes in a variety of ways to fit almost every need, including short wheel base, front end mowing attachment; truck style with platform and drawbar for pulling the mowers behind; truck style with all-steel dump box. Barth solid rubber tires are optional equipment for use on hard roads.

The TORO Tee Mower is light in weight, exceptionally easy running, and is built for close, clean cutting. The drive wheels represent a new departure from the older styles in that they are slightly inset from the side frame and are back of the revolving reel. This results in many advantages. The machine can cut more closely around trees and shrubs, has considerably greater traction and consequently greater ease of operation.

New illustrated Catalog, showing complete line of maintenance equipment will be sent on request.

TORO Manufacturing Company
3042-3160 Snelling Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Agencies and Service Stations conveniently available in the following distribution centers:
Boston - Philadelphia - New York - Jacksonville - Cleveland - Detroit - Chicago
Des Moines - Kansas City - Los Angeles - San Francisco - Toronto - Winnipeg